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About Corporate Citizenship
•

Global management consultancy specialising in
sustainability and corporate responsibility.

•

Established in 1997.

•

Teams based in London, Melbourne, New York, San
Francisco, Santiago and Singapore.

•

We help companies to achieve their commitments
to responsible business.

•

Worked in more than 45 countries.

•

Published more than 40 thought leadership papers.

•

Host regular sustainability and CR events, webinars
and seminars.

•

We’re on twitter @CCitizenship

“Corporate Citizenship helped us
to understand the issues,
anticipate what’s next and realize
the opportunities for growth.”

- Global VP, Sustainable Business
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The next 45 minutes
•

Corporate Citizenship
2017 research findings
– The Global Goals two years on
– Regional response to the SDGs (UK, US, Singapore)

•

World Benchmarking Alliance
Unlocking the power of companies through capital markets and society

•

Q & A Discussion

Questions

Muted

Ask a
Question

Recording will be available on https://corporate-citizenship.com/sdgs/
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Thought leadership & resources
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Some of our work:

vision and roadmap for sustainable development
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New research!
2015

2016

2017

The Global Goals two years on
Global Goals
take effect

Consultations on the SDGs

2012
Global Goals
proposed

2013

2014

2015
17 Goals & 169
targets adopted

Source: Corporate Citizenship 2017 Practitioner Survey
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What can businesses do?
Corporate Citizenship’s 4-point framework: TAME

THINK

ACT

MEASURE

ENGAGE

Regional response to the Global Goals

UK: FTSE 100

US: ‘Fortune 50’

Singapore: ‘SGX 50’

Q. How many companies have acknowledged the Global Goals in their corporate
communication?
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Regional performance: THINK
defining material SDGs and priorities
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Examples

defining material Goals and priorities
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Regional performance: ACT

taking action to address the Global Goals
Thinking

12%

18%

24%

34%

52%

60%

vs

10%

8%

Action
12%

12%
20%

14%
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Regional performance: MEASUREMENT

translating ambition into quantifiable targets

12%

12%

12%

16%

30%

28%
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Example

translating aspiration into targets
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The emerging picture
•

The SDGs are truly Global Goals – firmly in the mainstream in terms of awareness

•

However, there are areas of concern
– Only half the companies that think about the Goals have taken action
– Ambition isn’t translating to firm targets and KPIs
– Companies are not yet embracing the new approaches to engagement and
partnership that many had hoped for

•

The opportunity to harness the strategic benefits has yet to be fully realised.

•

Is it still business as usual? How can we accelerate corporate leadership on the
Global Goals?
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Submit your questions now!

Ask a
Question
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Unlocking the power of
companies through capital
markets and society

BSDC recognises the challenge and
recommends action in January 2017
We strongly support creation of corporate Global Goal benchmarks that
harmonize and build on existing corporate reporting requirements
& frameworks.
“

‘Once companies report consistent data over time, comparable with others
within their respective sectors, benchmarks can be developed.
‘From this position, there will be a short step towards “league tables” for
progress towards achieving greater alignment with the Global Goals.
‘This would for the first time enable leaders and boards of companies,
policymakers, civil society and investors to quickly and easily compare
relative performance of companies within a sector, over time, on a range of
relevant Global Goals.
‘A well designed benchmarking process allows companies to … develop
sustainably in line with the global goals, while… setting them on a ‘race to
the top’
‘This process would need to be governed by an independent, non-political
institution to ensure no conflicts of interest from the private or public sector.”

The Business and Sustainable Development Commission (BSDC) brings together leaders from business, finance, civil society, labour, and international organisations with
twin aims of mapping the economic
prize that could be available to business if the UN Sustainable Development Goals are achieved, and describing how business can contribute to delivering these goals.

Benchmarking companies as a
driver for change
• Publicly available benchmarks ranking
companies based on contribution to
the SDGs
• Building benchmarks collaboratively,
with input from companies, civil
society, governmental organisations
and investors
• Providing financial institutions and
other stakeholders with key
information for engagement with
companies
• Creates a system that credits those
companies that lead, while it holds
others accountable

“The ultimate goal is that all companies
report on their contribution to the SDGs,
this allows us to compare commitments and
performance to our peers, shows us where
we must improve”.
Paul Polman | CEO Unilever
BSDC Co-chair

“Our idea is simple. We draw up transparent
data on performance and impact towards
meeting the SDGs, and we rank companies
according to how well they are doing. This
will motivate a race to the top, which is
what the proposed World Benchmarking
Alliance is all about”
Mark Wilson | CEO Aviva
BSDC Commissioner

Delivering value to stakeholders in
private and public sectors

Companies

Investors

Civil Society

Governments

Inform strategy on
relevant SDGs as
benchmarks reflect
societal expectations

Analysis identifying
sustainability risks &
opportunities, assesses
company performance.

Multi-stakeholder
platform where societal
concerns are translated
into clear expectations
for companies

Translating SDGs to an
industry & corporate
agenda, ensuring private
sector role in delivery

Recognising leadership
and performance, best
practices and allows
peer group comparison

Insights for engagement
with companies, across
sectors and global
market

Corporate accountability,
constructive engagement
for civil society orgs and
individuals

Public institution that,
through transparency
and accountability,
helps to align business
with interests of society

Efficiency as open,
credible benchmarks
become accepted by all,
reducing duplication in
ratings and reporting

Strategic direction for
allocation of capital, in
support of SDGs &
sustainable markets

Tools to amplify &
reflect voice of civil
society across entire
private sector

Find potential partners
for public-private
partnerships focused on
specific sustainable
development outcomes.

Shaping design principles for
effective benchmarking
Preliminary Design principles - for consultation:
Reflect societal expectations
Independent and impartial
Free and publicly available
Focus on impact
Focus on relevance
Focus on commitment, transparency & performance
Clarity of intent and method

Complementarity
Responsive and iterative
Note: please see the latest consultation document online for details

‘Benchmarks can translate the
SDGs into a business and
innovation agenda, creating
clarity on the unique role and
abilities of companies to
contribute to sustainable
development in developing
countries’
Ulla Tørnæs, Minister for Development
Cooperation | Denmark

Building on different and relevant
frameworks, principles and standards

Sustainable Development Goals

Best available science

Principles and normative standards

The starting point for all corporate SDG benchmarks

e.g. IPCC GHG reduction targets

e.g. OECD Guidelines for multinational enterprises

Corporate reporting frameworks

e.g. GRI, SASB, IIRC, SDGs Action Platform (GRI & UNGC)

Sector-, product- and issue-specific
initiatives

e.g. EITI - Extractives Industries Transparency Initiative

Global Consultation
Over the next 8 months:
• Global and regional consultative
roundtables and outreach events
• Launch online consultation with
experts and citizens

• Consult on institutional, governance
and organisational design of the WBA
• Scope set of priority corporate SDG
benchmarks with stakeholders

• Continue to build an alliance of
stakeholders in developing the WBA
concept
• Build coalition of public donors,
philanthropist and financial
institutions

Unlocking the power of companies
through capital markets and society
www.worldbenchmarkingallia
nce.org
•
•

•

•

The UN Sustainable Development Goals set out the future we
want. The private sector will be central to their success.
The World Benchmarking Alliance will develop, fund, house and
safeguard publicly available corporate SDG performance
benchmarks.
Free corporate benchmarks aligned with the SDGs will help
companies, investors and others drive change by raising
awareness and promoting a corporate race to the top.
Successful benchmarks provide guidance on impact as well as a
gap analysis. This improves understanding, promotes dialogue
and drives positive change.
Go online for full list of allies to the WBA
consultation

Questions

Ask a
Question
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Questions and Discussion
Corporate Citizenship
and the
World Benchmarking Alliance

Mike Tuffrey– Co-founder

E: mike.tuffrey@corporate-citizenship.com
T: +44 (0) 207 861 1616
W: www.corporate-citizenship.com
E: mail@corporate-citizenship.com
Twitter: @CCitizenship
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/corporate-citizenship

London
Holborn Gate, 5th Floor
326-330 High Holborn,
London
WC1V 7PP
United Kingdom

Melbourne
LBG Australia & New Zealand
Suite 5.04, Level 5,
20 – 22 Albert Road
South Melbourne, VIC 3205
Australia

New York
241 Centre Street
4th Floor
New York,
NY 10013
United States

San Francisco
1885 Mission Street
San Francisco,
CA 94103
United States

Santiago
Av. Kennedy 5735
Oficina 1503
Santiago
Chile

Singapore
2 Science Park Drive
Ascent Building, 02-06
Singapore
118222

T: +44 (0)20 7861 1616

T: + 61 (3) 9993 0452

T: 1-212-226-3702

T: 1-415-656-9383

T: +56 (2) 3224 3569

T: +65 6822 2203
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